The complex machineries involved in replication and transcription translocate along the same DNA template, often in opposing directions and at different rates. These processes routinely interfere with each other in prokaryotes, and mounting evidence now suggests that RNA polymerase complexes also encounter replication forks in higher eukaryotes. Indeed, cells rely on numerous mechanisms to avoid, tolerate, and resolve such transcription-replication conflicts, and the absence of these mechanisms can lead to catastrophic effects on genome stability and cell viability. In this article, we review the cellular responses to transcription-replication conflicts and highlight how these inevitable encounters shape the genome and impact diverse cellular processes.
Introduction
With every entry into S-phase, our genomes are threatened by multiple intrinsic factors that can lead to DNA damage and genomic instability. For example, the protective chromatin structure is disrupted to allow replication fork progression, exposing individual nucleotides to mutagenic agents from both extrinsic and intrinsic sources. In addition, the replication machinery encounters numerous natural obstacles, such as non-B form DNA structures, tightly associated DNA-protein complexes, and DNA lesions that interfere with replication-fork progression, challenging its mission to faithfully complete chromosome duplication.
Transcription complexes are one such endogenous impediment to replication, and a long-standing question has been how replication forks cope with the transcription machinery engaged on the same DNA template. In prokaryotic cells, a single origin is used to assemble two replisome complexes that duplicate the circular chromosome in opposite directions. Moreover, DNA replication and transcription initiate on the same DNA template without spatial or temporal separation ( Figure 1A ). Because bacterial replisomes move more than 10-fold faster than RNA polymerase (RNAP) (Helmrich et al., 2013) , encounters between transcription and replication complexes are unavoidable. Indeed, transcription-replication conflicts (TRCs) are routine in bacteria, and several highly orchestrated processes minimize their negative impact on genome stability and cell viability (Merrikh et al., 2012) .
Eukaryotic genomes are significantly larger than prokaryotic genomes, and several hundreds to thousands of replication origins fire along their multiple, linear chromosomes in a staggered fashion ( Figure 1B ). DNA replication is typically restricted to S-phase, allowing for unperturbed transcription in other cellcycle phases and potentially minimizing TRCs. In addition, transcription in S-phase is spatially separated from replication in distinct territories of the nucleus (Wei et al., 1998) . This spatio-temporal segregation, coupled with comparable translocation rates for replication and transcription complexes (Helmrich et al., 2013) , once raised the question of whether these complexes necessarily interfere in eukaryotic cells. However, recent studies described herein suggest that conflicts between eukaryotic replisomes and transcription machineries do arise in certain situations and at specific genomic regions, which could lead to chromosome instability in eukaryotic cells. In addition, mounting evidence that the vast majority of the human genome is transcribed well beyond the boundaries of known genes increases the possibility that TRCs are more pervasive than previously anticipated (Hangauer et al., 2013) .
Here, we review the different types of conflict that can occur between replication forks and transcription complexes. Although prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells employ different strategies to reduce the frequency and impact of TRCs, they are unavoidable. We will focus our discussion on the transcription-and replication-dependent mechanisms utilized by the cell to tolerate, prevent and resolve these conflicts as well as discuss their potential physiological and pathological consequences.
Types of TRCs
Transcription-replication encounters can occur in different ways depending on the directionality and the functional state in which both machineries meet. Although our understanding of these processes is still far from complete, it is becoming evident that the severity and impact of a collision on genome stability depends on the orientation and the type of transcriptional block.
DNA replication and transcription complexes initiate synthesis of complementary DNA or RNA strands from distinct genomic locations, termed origins and promoters, respectively. Both machineries are highly processive and exhibit strict 5 0 -to-3 0 polarity. As a result, they can approach each other either in a head-on or co-directional orientation ( Figure 1C 
